
Riot / Breaching
Visor

The Ops-Core Riot/Breaching Visor offers modular, 
rapidly-employed face protection for operators with 
Ops-Core ARC Rail-equipped helmets. The 3mm thick 
visor smoothly pivots up and down to provide full face 
protection as needed. The visor effectively keeps end 
users safe in riot and breaching operations.

Seamless Integration with Ballistic Helmets 
Ops-Core FAST® and SentryTM helmets, and Gentex ACH/
TBH helmets can seamlessly incorporate the Riot Visor, further 
increasing the scalability by upgrading the protective posture 
through the addition of the face shield to the helmet.  
 

Stable, Secure Attachment 
The Riot/Breaching Visor attaches to rails without tools and 
creates a seal to the front of the helmet shell. Center of gravity 
is less of a concern with the Riot/Breaching Visor because the 
overall system weight is a lot less.

KEY FEATURES

1. Riot Visor assembly fits all sizes of Ops-Core FAST and Sentry 
helmets, and Gentex ACH/TBH style helmets

2. Ballistic protective lens with hard-coated outside and anti-fog inside

3. Fore/Aft adjustment maintains effective seal with different helmet 
geometries as well as increases offset to accommodate masks and 
other equipment as needed

4. Rail interface locking system provides solid platform for the Riot Visor

5. Friction pivot secures Riot Visor at any angle

6. Folding arms for smaller storage footprint

7. Pivots up and down and will remain in set position

8. Riot Visor gasket minimizes the chance that liquids will drip behind 
the lens
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Gentex TBH Low 
Cut Helmet with 
Ops-Core Riot/
Breaching Visor
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Tested to EN 166:2001 Visor requirements. 
A steel ball of 6 mm diameter fired at 192m/s

High Impact Optical Grade Polycarbonate

15” (38 cm)

62 in2 (400 cm2)

0.12” (3 mm)

7.5” (19 cm)

1.2 lbs (544.3 g)

Product Category Riot/Breaching Visor

Protection Level

Construction/Materials

Viewport Width

Protection Area

Viewport Thickness

Viewport Height

Weight

Note: All measurements are +/- 3% tolerance
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Contact Us
Ops-Core is committed to designing advanced performance capabilities for the elite warrior. For more information regarding the Ops-Core Riot/Breaching Visor, contact Ops-Core at 617.670.3547 or 
sales@ops-core.com. The Ops-Core Riot/Breaching Visor is controlled for export by the U.S. Export Administration Regulations (EAR) 15 CFR 730-774. The export of this helmet and related technical 
information requires prior authorization from the U.S. Government.


